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Introduction:

The Hitachi HD44780 LCD controller was introduced specifically to drive alphanumeric LCD 
units with a simple interface.  This interface and command structure have been adopted by many other 
manufacturers making it  somewhat of the informal standard for LCD controllers.  The Lumex and 
Tianma 16x2 LCDs are examples of two products coming from Hitachi's original controller.  Many 
MCU applications  can benefit  from incorporating a  text LCD output device.  Aside  from providing 
valuable debugging output of program variables and execution information, a  TLCD can enhance a 
system with menus, text and process information.  Many of these displays are also inexpensive and 
readily available in small quantities.  If you have searched the Internet you'll find much work has been 
done  to  provide  software  tools  for  interfacing  Hitachi  compatible LCDs.   The  TLCD  library 
(documented in 3 PDFs) has been developed to assist the system designer with interfacing this type of 
alphanumeric LCD to any application that uses the C programming language.  What's been done here 
isn't unique, cutting edge or profound.  Any skilled programmer willing to invest the time and effort 
could reproduce this package.  If the time and energy needed to undertake this kind of task are in short 
supply  and/or project deadlines are tight, what's presented here has  time saving value.  The value of 
purchasing an already developed package depends on how much you believe your time is worth.

This package was developed using Microchip's MPLAB IDE and the Explorer 16 board running 
a PIC24FJ256GB110 MCU.  It has been tested on both the Lumex and Tianma 16x2 LCDs using 4 and  
8 bit data lengths at 32 MHz.  The TLCD library includes some 45 C callable functions that support all 
aspects of the LCD from low level commands to functions supporting high level scrolling, shifting and 
paging.  A virtual paging system has been included to allow the LCD to manage lines and columns in 
excess of the LCD's physical display size and data display RAM limits.  Using vertical scrolling and 
horizontal shifting, the LCD can be configured as a window which moves easily over a data page.  The 
virtual  paging  system  and  physical  LCD  data  display  RAM  can  be  managed  independently  or 
combined for powerful and flexible textual displays.  C functions have been organized into individual 
logical  discrete  functions  to  minimize  the  amount  of  program space  the  library  requires.   Simple 
applications using the basic functions can be handled with minimal program memory.  More complex 
applications requiring TLCD functions  that scroll  and shift will  consume more  program memory. 
LCDs containing 2 or more lines can easily be supported.  As of this release, the virtual page size is 
allocated  statically  so  the  library  can  be  used  with  systems  that  don't  support  dynamic  memory 
allocation.

Although the TLCD library was developed  and tested  on the  Explorer  16 board,  it  can be 
configured to any MCU that has  a C development environment and  the available output port  pins. 
Fundamental to  the TLCD library are the Hitachi LCD command set  and hardware interface.  This 
requires 7 to 11 I/O pins depending on which data length (4 or 8 bits) has been chosen.  Configuration 
is accomplished by editing the header file to assign I/O pins, define timing requirements and set up the 
general features of the library.  A build file has been included to compile the source code into a link 
library (archive file).   Including the TLCD link library with a project allows access to all the available 
functions. Even though this project was developed for a PIC24FJ256GB110 MCU, the source code can 
be easily adapted to any PIC with adequate ROM/RAM memory and enough I/O pins.  The details are 
covered in the Installation Guide.

Special features may be turned on and off depending on the requirements of the application and 
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available memory.  These include virtual paging, custom symbols and using printf() to name just a few. 
If memory is tight, a reduced set of functions can be used.  The source code and header files are well  
commented to assist with tuning the library and/or making custom modifications.  Simple and basic 
programming techniques have been used to make the C source easy to follow and transportable.

The  TLCD documentation  package  includes  an  Introduction  (what  you're  reading now), 
Installation Guide and TLCD Function Reference.  Together they provide detailed information about 
all aspects of using the TLCD library from the LCD device itself through writing application C code 
which uses the TLCD library functions.  A clear understanding of what's written herein assumes the 
reader  possesses  a  basic  knowledge  of  C,  programming  environments,   MCUs,  development 
environments and LCD devices.

A basic overview of the LCD commands and structure are presented here.  It IS NOT intended 
to be a comprehensive treatment of the device.  This information simply makes the Introduction a bit 
more self contained and should be helpful to anyone using these devices.  For more details it is best to 
consult the data sheets associated with the LCD's controller chip.  Here you will find information about 
all the commands, timing requirements, settings and operating parameters.   

Obviously a companion development environment  that includes an editor,  C  compiler, linker 
and  librarian  is  required  to  build  the  final  application  code  compatible with specific  MCU. 
Development environments are MCU specific but all should include the basic tools needed to build and 
load C programs.  A PIC programming tool will also need to be used to load the final program into the 
MCU's memory.  MPLAB IDE, ICD 3 and the C30 tool set were used here.
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16 x 2 TLCD Description/Interface:

Alphanumeric LCDs come in a variety of shapes, sizes and display capacities.  A common size 
being 16 characters by 2 lines.  Three and four line displays are also available and are supported by the 
TLCD library functions.  Text LCDs may also have 80 or more bytes  of data display RAM.  Most 
Hitachi compatible LCDs can be configured to use display RAM as a single 80 character line or 2 40 
character lines (dual line).   What can be seen within the LCD is limited to its physical liquid crystal 
display size which is usually 16 characters.  Unlike graphics LCDs, alphanumeric LCDs include a 
character generator to allow a standard set of symbols (letters and numbers plus special symbols) to be 
displayed by simply supplying a character code.  For example, writing a 0x50 character code into the 
LCD's data  display  RAM (DDRAM) would  cause a  'P'  to  appear.   The  graphical  information  to 
generate  characters  is  stored in the character  generator  memory known as CGROM.  This  can be 
thought of as a table which correlates character codes to their pixel display patterns.  Some LCDs 
include 8 characters of user programmable RAM in the CG memory.  These memory positions can be 
used to create 8 custom symbols.  The TLCD library supports this feature and allows bit patterns to be 
defined for the custom characters/symbols.

LCD Pins:

Aside from the Vdd and Vss pins, the LCD includes an RS (register select), E (enable), RW 
(read/write) and 8 data line pins.  The data lines (DB0 – DB7) can be configured in 4 bit mode allowing 
data to be read/written as 2 sequential nibbles.  The high order nibble is written and read first followed 
by the low order nibble.  This allows the LCD to be used with MCUs that have fewer I/O pins.  Perhaps 
a feature of less value today given the numerous I/O pins available on almost all modern MCUs.  The 
TLCD library supports both 4 and 8 bit data length modes.

The MCU communicates with the LCD using three control pins (RS, E and RW) to setup the 
device followed by either 4 or 8 data pins to send/receive data.  A simple command structure is used to 
set configurations, read data and write data.
 

A Typical 16 x 2 TLCD Layout
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LCD Commands:

Functions within the TLCD library construct the commands required to communicate between 
the MCU and the LCD module.  These form the lowest software layer.   All of these low level functions 
are available to the application should they be needed.  It is easier in most cases, however, to use the 
higher level functions within the user's application.  The C statement example below illustrates how to 
output a string to the LCD at line 1 starting with column 1 using a TLCD library function call:

LCD_RCputs(1, 1, “Hello World!”);

The table on page 7 summarizes all the LCD instructions and commands.  This serves the basis 
for all the low level functions that make up the TLCD library.  It's known as the informal standard for 
alphanumeric LCDs that are touted to be Hitachi compatible.  A number of different controller chips 
are  used  behind  the  actual  LCD  panel.   For  example,  a  Lumex  display  might  use  the  Samsung 
S6A0069 while  a  Tianma display  might  use  the  Novatek  NT7603.   Although both  of  these chips  
understand the Hitachi instructions, subtle differences in timing and execution times may exist.  To add 
to the difficulties, mistakes and errors are often present in data sheets.  Explanations for important 
specific details can be absent or poorly written.  It makes writing interface functions more difficult than 
it should be.   The TLCD library includes C defines to help resolve timing issues and with setting up 
the library to  work properly with a  specific  controller  chip.   As written,  the TLCD library works 
properly with both the Lumex and Tianma 2 x 16 displays in either 8 bit or 4 bit mode on a processor 
running at 32 MHz.

Reset And Initialization:

Another consideration is power up reset and software initialization.  LCDs sense the presence of 
Vdd as it rises to the operating voltage.  This triggers an internal reset.  If the Vdd rise time is correct,  
the device will be cleared and ready to receive commands.  The power on reset takes from 30 to 50 
milliseconds to complete after Vdd hits a threshold.  Lower operating voltages take longer to complete 
the reset.  While the LCD is resetting, it's busy and can't send or receive anything.  Failing to wait the 
required time to allow the reset to complete may lead to erratic behavior.  The default data length after 
a power up reset is 8 bits.  If the Vdd rise time is slow, power on reset may fail which leads to erratic  
behavior.  In these cases a software reset or initialization will need to be included in the application  
before the LCD is used.  Check the controller chip's data sheet for the specifications.  It will provide 
what the  minimum Vdd rise times  are  for a successful power on reset.   It also will  document the 
software  reset/initialization  sequence.   This  must  be  followed  to  avoid  erratic  behavior  and/or  an 
improper reset.  Certain settings like data length, line count and font may only be set once.  It's a good 
idea to issue these commands first.

Commands require time for the controller  chip to process.  During which time the LCD is 
considered busy.  While busy, it can't receive or send anything.  The table on page 6 gives nominal 
execution  times  for  each  command/instruction.   The  LCD  will  set  the  busy  flag  during  internal 
operations.  Instruction wait times can be handled via hard coded delays or by polling the busy flag. 
Busy flag polling requires the use of read instructions.

The functions provided in the TLCD library handle all the housekeeping required above.  That 
said, it's a good idea to have a basic understanding of how the LCD functions.  Source files LCD_IO.c, 
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LCD_DataLen.c and LCD_Init.c contain all the low level command processing required to interface a 
Hitachi compatible LCD.  The functions contained in these source files communicate directly with the 
LCD hardware and are based on what's shown in the instruction set table (see page 7).

Character Output:

The LCD's primary function is to output characters which convey information to the outside 
world.  Functions that perform character output are thus central to the TLCD library.  Everything from 
writing a single character to the LCD's DDRAM right on through setting up a virtual paging system can 
be accomplished.  Several functions have been included that provide animated slide in displays to allow 
a unique look or to draw attention to certain messages.  Scrolling and shifting operations are supported 
either using the LCD's hardware commands and/or those provided by the TLCD software.  Cursor 
mode selection and positioning are also supported.  In dual line mode the LCD can be split into a fixed 
line and one that scrolls.  A debug switch can be turned on to help with developing and testing more 
complex displays.

In  C,  the  function  sprintf() provides powerful  formatting  and data  type  conversions.   The 
TLCD library provides a define that declares a character string buffer that can be used with sprintf(). 
You can also declare a local character string variable if that's better for a specific application.  In either  
case,  sprintf() will build a formatted character string that can be passed to one of the  TLCD  string 
output functions.  The C code example shown below displays the string “Hello World! 1”:

char buf80[81];

sprintf(buf80, “Hello World! %d”, 1);
LCD_RCputs(1, 1, buf80);

Hitachi compatible LCDs will auto increment/decrement their DD RAM address counter (AC) during 
reads and writes.  This saves a small bit of overhead on the MCU side.  The TLCD library includes 
character output functions which don't include row/column positioning information.  These place the 
overhead of moving characters along within the LCD hardware itself.  There are a duplicate set of these 
functions that do allow specifying row/column information for those applications that could benefit 
from this.  See example below:

LCD_putc('X'); // Output the character X to the current AC position.
LCD_RCputc(1, 1, 'Y'); // Set the AC to line 1 column 1 then output a Y

LCD configuration information sets the address counter (AC) to either increment or decrement.

C  strings  can  include  a  newline  symbol  (\n)  which  causes  a  carriage  return  and  linefeed. 
Effectively placing the first character after the \n on the first position of a new line.  All TLCD string 
output functions support this symbol.  It can be turned off if not needed. 
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Hitachi Compatible LCD Instruction Set

Instruction
Bit

Pattern

Code
Function Execution

Time*RS RW DB7 DB6 DB5 DB4 DB3 DB2 DB1 DB0

Display 
Clear 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Clear entire display area.  
Reset display shift.  Set DD 
RAM address counter to 00.

1.64 mS

Cursor 
Home 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 X

Reset  display  shift.   Set  DD 
RAM address counter to 00. 1.64 mS

Entry  Mode 
Set 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 I/D S

Set cursor movement direction 
and display shift mode.  This 
operation takes place after each 
data transfer (read/write).

40 uS

Display 
On/Off 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 D C B

Turn display On/Off and select 
cursor attributes. 40 uS

Display/ 
Cursor Shift 0 0 0 0 0 1 S/C R/L X X

Set shift display or move 
cursor. 40 uS

Function Set 0 0 0 0 1 D/L N F X X
Set data length to 4 or 8 bits.  
Set display line count to 1 or 2. 40 uS

CG RAM 
Address Set 0 0 0 1 CG RAM Address

Load the address counter with 
a CG RAM address.  
Subsequent data access is for 
CG RAM data.

40 uS

DD RAM
Address Set 0 0 1 DD RAM Address

Load the address counter with 
a DD RAM address.  
Subsequent data access is for 
DD RAM data.

40 uS

Busy Flag/ 
Address 
Counter 
Read

0 1 BF Address Counter

Read the busy flag and 
contents of the address counter. 1 uS

CG RAM
DD RAM
Data Write

1 0
Write Data Byte

Or 2 Nibbles in 4 Bit Mode

Write data to either CG RAM 
or DD RAM.  Based on 
previous address setting.

40 uS

CG RAM
DD RAM
Data Read

1 1
Read Data Byte

Or 2 Nibbles in 4 Bit Mode

Read data from either CG 
RAM or DD RAM.  Based on 
previous address setting.

40 uS

I/D = 1:Increment, 0:Decrement
S = 1:Display shift on, 0:Display shift off
D = 1:Display on, 0:Display off
C = 1:Cursor on, 0:Cursor off
B = 1:Cursor blink on, 0:Cursor blink off
S/C = 1:Shift display, 0:Move cursor

R/L = 1:Shift right, 0:Shift left
DL = 1:8-Bit, 0:4-Bit
N = 1:2 Line, 0:1 Line
F = 1:5x10 Dot font, 0:5x8 Dot font
BF = 1:Busy, 0:Ready
X = Don't care

* Times may vary across controller chips.
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Virtual Paging:

Perhaps the most powerful features of the TLCD library are its virtual paging functions.  These 
allow creating a page whose rows/columns are larger than the LCD's display space.  Using horizontal 
shifting and vertical scrolling it is possible to easily move the LCD display space over the virtual page.

Basically this comprises a simple windowing system that works independently of the LCD's DDRAM 
memory.  In other words, the LCD's DD RAM may be written to directly or through the virtual paging 
functions.  This allows very flexible methods for creating, displaying and managing alphanumeric data. 
TLCD functions are loosely grouped into those that interact directly with the DD RAM (LCD prefix) 
and those interacting with the virtual page (Vpg prefix).  Only a single virtual page is allowed and it  
must be statically allocated when the TLCD library is built.  Virtual paging uses more memory and 
therefore its use is optional.  Configuration parameters are defined in the  LumexLCD.h file which 
allow sizing a virtual page and/or turning it on/off.  Applications requiring only the simplest of displays 
can turn off the virtual paging system altogether which saves on MCU memory.

C Coding Examples:

This section includes a few simple C coding examples of how the TLCD library functions are 
used to generate output.  All examples assume the LCD defaults of 8 bit data length, dual line and 5x8 
font. These examples assume the TLCD library has been properly configured for the target MCU and 
application.  Refer to the Installation Guide for detailed information on configuring the TLCD library. 
If you're working with the free Test Drive version, it excludes virtual paging and a few other functions.
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1) “Hello World” example:

__delay_ms(50); /* Power on delay required by LCD. */ 
Lmx_Init(1, // Window position 

      2, // Window height 
      FALSE, // Debug on? 
      TRUE); // Top down entry?

LCD_RCputs(1, 1, “Hello World”); /* Display string on LCD */

Output from example 1.

The LCD hardware requires a 30-50 millisecond delay for its internal power on initialization to occur. 
Use whatever delay in convenient here.  Users of the MPLAB IDE and C30 compiler can include a  
time  calibrated  delay  function  like  that  shown.   This  requires  MIPS  configuration  before  hand. 
Following the power on initialization, a mandatory TLCD library initialization and LCD configuration 
must occur.  The physical lines of the LCD can be divided into those addressable by LCD functions 
and the virtual paging system.  In this example, the entire LCD is made available to both function sets. 
Debug  displays  line  numbers  in  blank  virtual  page  lines.   This  may  be handy  when  diagnosing 
troubling display problems when using virtual  paging.   It  has  been turned off.   For teletype style 
displays, lines can feed in from the top and scroll down or feed in from the bottom and scroll up.  This 
example uses top down entry and prints Hello World in the first line starting at column 1.

2) Using a newline character:

__delay_ms(50); /* Power on delay required by LCD. */ 
Lmx_Init(1, // Window position 

      2, // Window height 
      FALSE, // Debug on? 
      TRUE); // Top down entry?

LCD_RCputs(1, 1, /* Display string on LCD */
 “Hello World\nA second line.”);

As shown in example 1 the LCD requires a power on delay and initialization.  In example 2 the string 
includes a newline symbol which causes A second line. to be displayed on the LCD's second line.  This 
line begins at column 1.
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Output from example 2.

3) Using sprintf() for formatted output: (locally declared character string buffer)

char buf[21];

__delay_ms(50); /* Power on delay required by LCD. */ 
Lmx_Init(1, // Window position 

      2, // Window height 
      FALSE, // Debug on? 
      TRUE); // Top down entry?

LCDSet_RC(1, 1); /* Set the row/column position */
sprintf(buf,“Integers %d %d %d”, 1, 2, 3); /* Display three numbers */

Output from example 3.

In this example a local character buffer has been declared.  sprintf() simply puts its string output there. 
Remember  to  add an  extra  byte  to  the  array  declaration  for  the  NULL string  terminator.   If  you 
uncomment  the  sprintf_Buf_Size  define  (found  in  LumexLCD.h)  and  assign  it  a  value  a  global 
character variable sprintf_BUF will be created.  This may be used with sprintf() as the character string 
buffer.  Perhaps this is more convenient for some applications.  Example 4 shows how to us the global 
character variable.
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4) Using sprintf() and global character array for formatted output:

#define sprintf_Buf_Size 21 /* Declares a 21 byte string buffer */

__delay_ms(50); /* Power on delay required by LCD. */ 
Lmx_Init(LCDSET1); /* Use standard configuration 1 */
sprintf(sprintf_BUF, /* Format three numbers and store in buffer */

 “Integers %d %d %d\nWith buffer.”, 1, 2, 3);
LCD_RCputs(1, 1, sprintf_BUF); /* Display the contents of buf on the LCD */

Output from example 4.

This example is identical to example 3 except it uses the global character buffer instead of one that was 
locally defined.  For some applications this may be a better approach.  Note that discrete parameters for 
Lmx_Init() have been replaced by a single macro which cans a commonly used configuration.  The 
line stored in sprintf_BUF is displayed on LCD line 1 at column 1 as before with a second line stating 
With buffer.

5) Using a simple virtual page:

#define sprintf_Buf_Size 21 /* Declares a 21 byte string buffer */
int i;

__delay_ms(50); /* Power on delay required by LCD. */ 
Lmx_Init(LCDSET1); /* Use standard configuration 1 */
for (i=1; i<=8; i++) /* 8 count loop */
{
  sprintf(sprintf_BUF, 

  “%d)  A virtual page line. %d\n”, i, i); /* Put this line in the virtual page */
 Vpg_puts(sprintf_BUF); /* Output to virtual page */
}
LCD_Refresh(LCDLLEN); /* Update the LCD DDRAM */
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Output from example 5.  First 16 characters of virtual page line.

Output from example 5.  Display scrolled down and text shifted left.

The default TLCD virtual page size is 8 lines of 80 characters each.  Example 5 simply creates 8 lines  
of text using  sprintf() to add a line number.  Note the included newline symbol \n which forces a 
carriage return at the end of each line.  This will automatically advance the line pointer in the virtual 
page buffer causing each line to occupy its own space.  VpgSet_RC(i, 1) could have been used in place 
of \n.  This would require an extra function call, however.

Since the virtual page buffer and LCD DDRAM are independent, a call to LCD_Refresh() is 
required to  initially move 2 virtual page lines  (1 & 2) into the DDRAM so  they display within the 
LCD's window.  LCDLLEN is the scope parameter and defines how many characters in each line of 
the LCD's DDRAM are updated.  In this case it will be only 16 characters of the 40 available in each 
line (LCDLLEN has been set to 16 as a hardware configuration in LumexLCD.h) which is the LCD's 
physical display limit.  The output will be the first 16 characters of lines 1 and 2.  With line 1 being on 
top  given  that top  down  entry  was  selected.   The  scroll  and  shift  functions  ScrollR_Win() and 
ShiftR_Win() can be used to move the LCD's 16 x 2 display space over the virtual page.  Note that 
some sort  of  input  device  (like  a  navigation switch)  is  required to  allow user control  of  the  
scrolling.  These  functions  are  relative  row/character  moves  so  supplying  a  +1  or  -1  will  cause 
up/down and left/right single position moves of the display.  As mentioned, these functions will need to 
be invoked from push buttons or a navigation switch.  Example C code for the Explorer 16 board using 
switches S3, S6, S5 and S4 is below:
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#define SW3 (0b1 & ~PORTDbits.RD6) /* Switches on Explorer 16 board. Press=1 */ 
#define SW4 (0b1 & ~PORTDbits.RD13) 
#define SW5 (0b1 & ~PORTAbits.RA7)
#define SW6 (0b1 & ~PORTDbits.RD7)

unsigned char sw3, sw4, sw5, sw6; /* Variables for each switch */

while (1) /* Functions  invoked by pressing switches. */ 
{ 
 sw3 = SW3; /* Poll switches and save their settings */
 sw4 = SW4; 
 sw5 = SW5; 
 sw6 = SW6; 
 if (sw3 && sw6) break; /* Push SW3 and SW6 to exit this loop. */ 

 if (sw3) {ScrollR_Win(+1); __delay_ms(300);} /* Scroll lines up */
 if (sw6) {ScrollR_Win(-1); __delay_ms(300);} /* Scroll lines down */
 if (sw5) {ShiftR_Win(+1); __delay_ms(200);} /* Shift lines left */
 if (sw4) {ShiftR_Win(-1); __delay_ms(200);} /* Shift lines right */
}

This is a fairly simple approach.  Delays of  200/300 milliseconds have been included within each 
switch hit to make key pressing work at a comfortable speed for manual operation.  This approach can 
be  used  to  invoke functions  predicated on user  input.   Limited,  of  course,  by the  available  input 
hardware.  Use sprintf() as shown in example 4 for formatted output.

6) Using macros to set LCD options:

Most  of  the  popular  Hitachi  compatible  LCDs have an  underline  or  blinking block  cursor 
available.  A cursor can be turned on or off as required.  The TLCD library provides a selection of 
macros to manipulate the LCD's configuration and settings.  These can be used anytime subject to 
restrictions imposed by the hardware.  For example, fonts and line count can only be set once during 
the initialization.

Altering these settings at other times can cause erratic operation of the display.  Different controller 
chips have different restrictions.  Something to be aware of when developing an application.  Consult 
the controller chip's data sheet for details on its operations.

__delay_ms(50); /* Power on delay required by LCD. */ 
Lmx_Init(LCDSET1); /* Use standard configuration 1 */
CURSORon; /* Macro to turn on the underline cursor */
BBLOCKon; /* Macro to turn on the blinking block cursor */

The example C code above initializes the LCD then turns on the underline cursor and also the blinking 
block cursor.
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Output from example 6.  Underline and blinking block cursor turned on.

7)  Using a low level function call:

The application level TLCD function calls rely on a set of low level functions that construct the 
commands and communicate directly with the LCD hardware.   In most situations, these low level 
functions  won't  be  called  directly  within  an  application.   Should  they  be  needed  for  special  
circumstances,  they can be used  just  like  any other  function.   Using these,  however,  does  bypass 
housekeeping variables used by the application level functions.  If used incorrectly, calls to low level 
functions  may  cause  unpredictable  displays.   Correcting  this  is  usually  as  simple  as  homing  and 
clearing the display followed by a refresh.  The example below writes a character directly into the 
LCD's DDRAM at line 1 in the first position of that line:

__delay_ms(50); /* Power on delay required by LCD. */ 
Lmx_Init(LCDSET1); /* Use standard configuration 1 */
Set_DDRAM(0x00); /* Point to DDRAM and set AC = 0 */
LCD_WriteRAM('X'); /* Write an X into DDRAM */

Output from example 7.  Writing directly to the LCD's DDRAM.

The LCD has both DDRAM and CGRAM.  Before writing it needs to know which RAM is to 
receive the data and at what position.  A call to Set_DDRAM() takes care of setting DDRAM as the 
target  and  also  creating  the  effective  address  for  the  write.   In  this  case  0.   The  call  to 
LCD_WriteRAM() actually writes the data byte.  The LCD's hardware automatically increments (or 
decrements)  the  AC  (LCD's  address  counter)  upon  each  write  or  read.   Thus  another  call  to 
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LCD_WriteRAM() would put a byte into DDRAM location 1 and so on.  This assumes the LCD 
increment/decrement bit has been set to increment.  The first line begins at AC=0x00.  The second line 
begins at AC=0x40.  Note that these addresses aren't consecutive.  The TLCD software maintains a 
configuration table with the address of the first character of each line.

8)  Using function Shift_Rep():

The LCD hardware supports cursor and display shifting in single increments.  These functions 
are more limited than those available through the TLCD library.  For example, shifting a single line 
isn't supported by the hardware.  Applications requiring more robust control of the display will want to 
use the TLCD software functions instead.  An automatic repeat function has been provided to allow the 
cursor  and  display  hardware  shifting  to  be  executed  repetitively  (n  times).   Where  1  <=  n  <= 
LCDPLEN.  Most Hitachi compatible displays will  require that configuration parameter LCDPLEN 
be set to 40.

__delay_ms(50); /* Power on delay required by LCD. */ 
Lmx_Init(LCDSET1); /* Use standard configuration 1 */
LCD_RCputs(1, 1, “1234567890123456”); /* 16 numeric characters */
LCD_RCputs(2, 1, “ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP”); /* 16 alpha characters */
Shift_Rep(NSHIFTdlf, 5); /* Shift display 5 positions left */

Output from example 8.  Display shifted 5 positions left.

This simply executes the LCD hardware shift display command 5 times.  A total of  4 different  shift 
operations  are  available  here  to  include   NSHIFTdrt,  NSHIFTdlf,  NSHIFTcrt  and NSHIFTclf. 
These shift the entire display (both lines) right/left or the cursor right/left.  These are also available as  
macros to  perform single shifts.   They are  SHIFTdrt,  SHIFTdlf,  SHIFTcrt and SHIFTclf.   The 
coding below shows how to shift the cursor one position to the right:

__delay_ms(50); /* Power on delay required by LCD. */ 
Lmx_Init(LCDSET1); /* Use standard configuration 1 */
CURSORon; /* Turn on cursor */
LCD_RCputs(1, 1, “1234567890123456”); /* 16 numeric characters */
LCDSet_RC(2, 1); /* Cursor to line 2 column 1 */
SHIFTcrt; /* Shift cursor right 1 position */
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Output from example 8.  Cursor shifted 1 position right from line 2 column 1.

This is the same thing as using Shift_Rep(NSHIFTcrt, 1) but slightly more efficient given less lines of 
code are executed.

Conclusions:

The examples above show just a few simple displays  that are  possible with the TLCD library 
functions.   It  should  give  anyone new to  the  package a  general  idea  of  how it  works,  looks and 
programs.   The  purchased  TLCD  package  includes  several  example  programs  that  go  into  more 
complex displays.  It's worth studying these for ideas.  The overriding goal of the TLCD library is to  
save system designers time and effort allowing them to concentrate on the application at hand.  This 
means getting the job done quicker and with less trouble.  The Introduction is a good place to start and 
leads nicely into the  Installation Guide which presents the details on how to configure the TLCD 
library for a specific MCU.  The virtual paging system allows extending the capabilities of a simple  
LCD to handle larger amounts of data.  It's easy to configure and use.  The TLCD library also offers 
certain advantages for debugging programs.  Its small  memory  size allows it to fit into applications 
were memory is in short supply.

Feel free to experiment with the functions when creating your own unique displays.  Many 
possibilities exist for the creative designer.  Good luck with your current MCU projects and may the 
TLCD library functions help you get to where you want to be in less time.  Feel free to contact me with 
any questions you may have.   
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